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1. Introduction
1.1. Summary
This management plan concerns a prospective One Planet Development (OPD) planning
application, for a sustainable horticultural smallholding on land close to our rented home in
Llechryd, Cardigan. The proposed site will include one dwelling, ancillary structures, and
land based enterprises to support a family of four.
Pencoed, with its undulating mix of woodland, wetland and grassland is ideally suited to
small-scale farming and will become a haven for wildlife, acting as a corridor between
other habitats in the area. As stewards of the land, we will conserve and improve the
biodiversity for future generations. The site will include a traditional orchard, fruit and nut
trees within a forest garden environment, apiary, craft willow beds, herb, flower and
vegetable beds, wild flower and grass meadows, coppiced woodland, newly created
woodland, hedgerows, wetlands and ponds.
We have taken great care in this management plan to show how our project will
complement the surrounding Teifi Valley countryside. Our home and structures will blend in
and our minimal use of transport will have little impact on road traffic.
In this document we show how we will manage the land in a low impact and sustainable
way, in keeping with the stringent requirements of the planning policy. This includes:
providing for 65% of our basic household needs from land-based activity; harvesting our
energy from renewable sources; sourcing our water from a borehole and rainwater;
minimising and managing all waste in an environmentally sustainable way; providing fresh
and added value produce for the local community.
We have been making the transition to a more sustainable lifestyle for the past 15 years,
growing our food in allotments, preserving produce, making skincare products for our
family and friends, making and up-cycling some of our clothes. During this time we have
continued to learn from others and develop the skills necessary to be more self-sufficient.
This includes working on organic farms, helping out with building projects, visiting and
talking to smallholders and OPDs, and participating in various related training courses.
Both applicants are self-employed with professional skills and experience in the arts,
inclusive design, health, teaching and running a business.
We have lived in the village of Llechryd for the past 4 years.
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Front gate of Pencoed viewed from public highway

1.2. Baseline

Location: The proposed smallholding is located on a quiet back road which runs parallel
to the main A484 connecting Carmarthen to Cardigan. Grid reference: SN205440. Nearest
postcode SA43 2PB.

Area and shape: The total area is 5.1 hectares / 12.6 acres comprising 8.6 acres of semi
improved pasture and 4 acres woodland. Starting at around 77 metres above sea level,
the land slopes down gently toward the east. Between the southern roadside boundary
and the northern woodland edge, the land undulates before sloping off towards woodland
and the north east boundary.

Boundaries: A traditional earth bank boundary runs around the land interplanted with oak
trees and native hedgerow. The only exception is part of the woodland to the north, where
a stock fence marks the boundary with neighbouring woodland.
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Earth bank boundary (view 5, location shown in the Satellite picture on page 11)

Context / adjacent land uses: Directly adjacent to the west is a small area of private
ponds and meadow belonging to our nearest neighbour at Ty Fri. To the north of this,
running adjacent to our north west boundary is a field used for grazing and fodder and is
part of the Pant Gwyn estate. To the north, are arable fields and further woodland
belonging to Nant Crymanau farm. Adjoining the eastern boundary there is unregistered
woodland and a mature hedgerow beyond which is pasture grazed by sheep. The
southern boundary runs parallel with the back road. There are no buildings or gate
entrances opposite the land.

Between Pencoed and Croes-y-Llan, there are at least five other smallholdings selling
produce from their gates – primarily eggs, jam and firewood. On either side of this same
back road there is access to two Nature Reserves. To the east is Coed Maidie B. Goddard,
run by the Welsh Wildlife Trust. To the west is Coedmor National Nature Reserve
managed jointly by Natural Resources Wales (NRW) and the Wildlife Trust of South and
West Wales (WTSWW).

Tenure: We purchased the land in May 2016 and are the sole owners.

Existing on-site services: The site currently has no services.

Site access arrangements: There are two separate vehicle access points to the public
highway located on the southern boundary. Both have excellent roadside visibility in either
8
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direction of this quiet back road. Margaret James, Senior Engineer of Ceredigion County
Council Highways Department has confirmed no objections in this matter.

Public highway which runs parallel with the front boundary. Land is beyond trees to the right.

Physical: The soil is classified as ʻslowly permeable, seasonally wet, slightly acid but
base-rich loamy and clayey, of moderate fertilityʼ, (source: http://www.landis.org.uk/
soilscapes/). Two professional soil analysis surveys were conducted of the proposed
cultivated areas. These showed soil pH at an average 5.6. High in organic matter, with
medium magnesium and low phosphorous and potassium. Further inspection has revealed
the clay soil to be compacted, most likely through grazing by heavy animals and the use of
heavy machines.

Biodiversity: LANDMAP defineʼs the areaʼs biodiversity as: ʻAn area of pastures,
occasional silage field, and some arable. Most of the fields are surrounded by thick
hedges which are mainly stockproof. Some mature trees occur both in the centre of the
fields and the hedges. There are also many strips of broadleaved woodland in the area.ʼ
A comprehensive baseline is provided in the Extended Phase 1 Ecology Survey Report
(see appendix B5).

Cultural heritage: LANDMAP describes the area as ʼcharacterised by its system of
small irregular fields and the settlement pattern of numerous small agricultural holdings.
Land-use is a mixture of improved pasture and poorer quality unimproved grazing with
rushes. Hedges on earth banks bound the fields. These hedges are frequently overgrown,
9
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often reduced to straggling lines of bushes sometimes with trees. These trees in
combination with small stands of deciduous woodland and small coniferous plantations
lend a wooded aspect to parts of the landscape.ʼ Historic assets: A review of the site on
the historic wales website revealed no historic or archeological features on the land.

Existing buildings and structures: There are four metal agricultural sheds which were
erected before the previous owner bought the land in 2010. Three of these enclose a
concreted court yard with the other situated to the north, near the entrance to the
woodland. There is also a shipping container located behind one of the sheds.

Landscape: Pencoed features a mixture of semi-improved grassland, species-rich mature
hedgerows, semi-natural broadleaved woodland, ponds and wetlands. These are typical
characteristics of this part of the Teifi Valley which is further detailed in the LANDMAP
survey (see appendix F3).
The entire site is enclosed within a mature oak and native species hedgerow perimeter
boundary. The nearest house Ty Fri is located approximately 100 metres to the west of
the main gate. There are no views into Pencoedʼs proposed cultivation areas from any of
the neighbouring properties.
There are limited vantage points along the public road between and including the lower
and main entrance gate. Between April and October, this already limited vantage is further
reduced due to foliage on the roadside boundary trees and shrubs.
The slope of the land means that some areas are exposed to distant views from across the
valley to the east and north east. A landscape visual impact assessment has been made
and is available in appendix D5.
Past land use: The previous owners used the land as a hobby smallholding, offering
occasional grazing for sheep and horses.

Present land use: Aside from preparation for horticultural use, including an extensive
programme of tree planting and field drainage work, the only current land use is woodland
coppicing for hazel rods and fuelwood.

Statutory Designations on the site and in the immediate vicinity: There are no
statutory designations on the site. There are two Nature Reserves close by. To the east is
the non-statutory wildlife site, Coed Maidie B. Goddard. To the west is Coedmor National
Nature Reserve which forms part of the Afon Teifi SSSI and SAC.
10
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Existing transport generated by the site and its transport connections: The traffic
generated by the site at the time of application is approximately 7 visits per week with
additional traffic produced by specific land based activities on the site, e.g., site surveys,
local farmer bringing tractor to top grass and mole plough the front fields for drainage and
planting, delivery of shale for track repair. We have also held an open days for local
residents and work days for tree planting, hedge laying and general clearance work. On
average this equates to 3 extra car visits per weekend.

View 2

View 1

View 3

View 5

View 4

Satellite view of the land ʻPencoedʼ. Photographs of the site, taken from just behind its boundaries are found
in appendix A3
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2. Design strategy
The development will include one dwelling, office, poly tunnel, classroom, potting/tool
shed, wood shed, compost toilets/camp kitchen and large wood store as well as the repurposing of existing sheds and shipping container.
All buildings will be constructed from natural materials and they will be powered and
heated using renewable energy. These buildings will have a sympathetic design; they will
naturally blend in to the surrounding area using the topography of the land and the existing
features. With the exception of the main dwelling and classroom which will be built to meet
building regulations, all ancillary structures are exempt from building control.
Recyclable waste produced by the development will be utilised as a resource and the
entire development will be designed to conserve natural resources. Non recyclable waste
will be kept to an absolute minimum. Permaculture design techniques, based on
regenerative agriculture are the foundation upon which the development will be designed,
with minimal use of fossil fuels being an intrinsic element.
The enterprise initiatives are based upon the growing and harvesting of plant‐based
produce, selling this produce retail and wholesale and developing value added products,
which will become unique to the development. The crops grown for the different
enterprises have been specifically chosen to benefit wildlife. These crops are
predominantly perennial and once established will continue to produce large yields, with
minimal human input.
New habitats for biodiversity will be designed around the existing features. These
include wildlife ponds and a wetland system, traditional orchard, broadleaved woodland,
hedgerows, forest garden, herb garden and flower garden.
We plan to develop the site with a priority on establishing our enterprises, which will then
support all other aspects of our development.

Vision Over the next 5, 10 and 20 years
Pencoed will develop into a mature forest garden with clearings of cultivated areas, ponds
and meadows. With interconnected ecosystems and valuable biodiversity, it will become a
place where people come to experience nature and learn skills for greater self-reliance.
12
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Zoning plan
Using permaculture design principles to assess the site we have developed the following
zoning table to illustrate where human activity takes place. Zone 0 is where most human
activity takes place and zone 5 least.

Zone 0

Zone 1

Zone 2

Dwelling

Vegetable
garden

Orchard

Compost
toilet

Herb &
flower
garden

Forest
garden

Office

Poly tunnel

Classroom

Duck
housing

Wood shed

Potting shed

Processing
sheds

Apiary

Storage
shed

Zone 3
Forest
garden

Zone 4

Zone 5

Forest
garden

Woodland

Wildlife
ponds

Wildlife
ponds
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3. Land-based Activity and Land Management
3.1. Land-based Activity
3.1.1. Minimum needs
Table 1 shows our calculation of the minimum needs using the five categories as set out in
Tan 6 and the OPD Practice Guidance These calculations are described in more detail in
the EFA.
Projected (year 5) minimum
annual income needs
Additional food

£1572

Clothing

£900

IT/Communications

£400

Travel

£1957

Council Tax

£953

Total

£5782

Table 1: Projected year 5 minimum annual income needs.

Additional food is calculated based on 30% of total food needs based on our current
spend; further details provided in the EFA spreadsheet. This is a high estimate and
in practice it is likely that the site will generate much more than the required 35% of food
needs by year 5. Our year 5 EFA figures are based on 43% being grown on the site which
would reduce the figure we give for additional food in Table 1. Clothing and IT/
communications are based on current household spend. Travel is based on detailed
projections given in the travel section 7. Council Tax is based on 2016/17 Ceredigion
figures for Llangoedmor, Band A.

3.1.2. Subsistence
We are a mainly vegetarian family with a diet based on fruit and vegetables, nuts, grains,
dairy products and eggs. With the exception of grains and dairy, we will be able to produce
a substantial amount of our food and also feed volunteer helpers.

We are committed to living more simply and resourcefully and have been growing our own
fruit and vegetables for many years on allotments and volunteering in community market
gardens. We preserve a lot of our food making jams, pickles, juices and ferments. A small
percentage of our food is foraged from hedgerows established on our land. We also barter
14
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produce with other local smallholders, we prioritise buying locally grown fresh food, and we
buy staples such as rice and pulses through a wholefood co-op.

Home Garden at Pencoed
Target: That the minimum food needs (at least 65%) of all occupants are met from produce
grown and reared on the site or purchased using income derived from other products
grown and reared on the site. Indicators: Annual reporting of food production consumed by
household. Annual reporting of spend on other food.
(Source: Practice Guidance One Planet Development Technical Advice Note 6 Planning
for Sustainable Rural Communities October 2012)

Map of main subsistence food cultivation areas
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Soil building & Fertility
A garden is a place where fertility is concentrated and the soil is improved, and that could
be in fact a working definition of organic gardening. The overall plan for Pencoed includes
cultivation of willows and deep rooting comfrey for composting and wood chip production.
Both compost and wood chips will in part be used in soil building for the home garden, and
as important elements in a strategy to encourage life and diversity at the micro-level.

The Pencoed management plan also includes the use of compost teas, bio-fertilisers and
the reproduction of local microbiological ecosystems in an agro-ecological context,
including in the home garden. Raised beds, biodegradable mulch materials and
contemporary twists on ancient techniques, such as the use of wood chips or compost
teas as soil improvers, along with traditional composts will be central to the creation of a
home garden both abundant in production and properly sustainable in gardening practice.

Organic gardening rests upon the principle that we should improve the soil which will in
turn grow healthy and nutritious crops. Drawing on the very best contemporary research,
from places like Ragmanʼs Lane Farm, Pencoed will see soil care put at the heart of a
system designed for both self-reliance in fresh food and long term abundance.

Area (approx. 500m2 + Polytunnel + Orchards and soft fruit)
Historically, 300-400m2 has been considered enough ground for self-reliance in fresh
vegetables for a family of 4. A standard allotment, at 300m2 reflects the once cultural norm
that most working families would grow some if not all of their own vegetables. It is worth
remembering that until relatively recent times, country people would normally buy no
vegetables, meeting their needs from a garden tended and made fertile over generations.

These days a wide range of labour saving techniques and modern tools and materials
make growing for self-reliance easier than ever. The addition of a poly tunnel and the use
of frost fleece especially in a mild climate like that of West Wales, will in most years make
for a 12 month productive season. There is never any excuse to resort to salads imported
from Spain.

Growing in deep or raised beds can increase the productivity of a piece of land, particularly
lower quality land, so that yields are increased. Charles Dowdingʼs six year yield
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experiments1 demonstrated yields of 8-10 kg/m2 so an area of around 12 square metres
should be able to produce 90-120kg/year of vegetables. The latest advice calls for an adult
to eat 7 portions of fresh fruit and vegetables a day, or 700g; that is 255.5kg/year.
Assuming that 182.5 kg of that will come from vegetables rather than fruit, it would take a
little over two deep beds to provide for one adultʼs annual needs, with more space put
aside for growing green manures and proper rotation.

Work Required
An allotment sized home garden has traditionally been reckoned to require approximately
150 hours of work, spread somewhat unevenly through the seasons. This figure would
need to be increased for such traditionally time consuming crops as potatoes for example.
However, this workload can be reduced in a number of ways, for example the use of
occultation to control weeds, the use of no tread and no dig beds to minimise soil
disturbance and cultivation, the planting of a wide range of perennial crops, for example
perennial kale, the use of self-seeding and cut-and-come-again crops, and a good rotation
which both builds fertility and offers weed control. The home garden at Pencoed will see all
of these techniques employed where appropriate, in a way which might be characterised
as progressive organic horticulture.

Nonetheless, the home garden, placed as it is in proximity to the house, will enjoy close
attention and daily maintenance. It is conceived as an integral part of the wider plan, and
as an essential element of the life of the home and family, valuable nutritionally, socially
and educationally. Whilst techniques will be employed then to reduce onerous labour, this
area will receive several hours of attention a day during the busiest times of the garden
year.
Preparation - From March to the end of May, preparing, sowing and planting ground: an
average of 2 hours/day.
Maintenance - From the start of June to the end of November, mulching, thinning,
weeding, watering as necessary, continued successional sowing and planting: an average
of 2 hours/day.
Harvesting - From Early Summer through to Late Winter (All year round in the poly tunnel),
harvesting and storage of crops and seeds: an average of 1 hour/day.

1

https://www.charlesdowding.co.uk/no-dig-growing/lower-farm/
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Yields
In the Nineteenth Century, market gardeners across Europe achieved yields of astonishing
levels from intensively gardened land. Perhaps the most famous account of this in the
English language comes from 1912 in ʻFields, Factories and Workshopsʼ by Peter
Kropotkin, but as recently as the 1950s it was recognised in Britain that by acreage, home
gardens were the most productive food producing land of all. When we look at the
evidence from contemporary pioneers such as Eliot Coleman2 in the USA, Jean-Martin
Fortier3 in Canada, and Charles Dowding in England it is clear that yields from small
acreages can not only provide for self-reliance in fresh produce, but also for the
establishment of a healthy business.

The key is in soil health and use of progressive modern organic techniques. The home
garden at Pencoed will eventually need to produce around 1 ton of vegetables a year. A
standard growing area will be a 10m x 1.2m bed, in such an area expected yields of
potatoes, for example, would be 90kg+, or 60 heads of cabbage, or 30 brussels sprout
plants, or 180 heads of lettuce, or 30kg of carrots. All of these figures are conservative,
and do not include the potential for both intercropping and catch cropping in a system
which will avoid leaving bare soil.

Yields will of course vary from year to year, and improve as the soil improves, but it is
expected that from around 1/12th of an acre, or the equivalent of 15 standard beds, selfreliance in vegetables will be achieved within a few growing seasons. This includes the
need to use green manures and rotation to control pests and diseases, as well as to build
soil health and fertility.

Storage
Pencoed will use a wide variety of traditional storage techniques including root clamps and
a root cellar, pickling and drying. These practices will allow for a varied diet throughout the
year and help to make use of seasonal gluts. The warm and humid climate means that
there is usually something to be cropped outdoors in every month of the year, even in
January, leeks, early purple sprouting broccoli, kale and cabbages can be harvested, but
good storage of root vegetables and potatoes will be essential.

2

http://www.fourseasonfarm.com/

3

http://www.themarketgardener.com/book/
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Ancillary Structures
Permaculture co-founder Bill Mollison argued that 50% of temperate Permaculture is about
buildings. In order to make a garden work, as can be seen from surviving examples of
Victorian and Edwardian vegetable gardens, and indeed from allotments all over the UK,
gardeners need tool sheds, propagation areas, storage buildings, and protected cropping
in the form of greenhouses or poly tunnels. Pencoed is no different, and the home garden
will be served with well designed and thoughtfully placed ancillary structures. The relative
locations of these structures will help to create an efficient garden and a pleasant
environment in which to work.
Feasibility
Experienced gardeners would not find the idea of self-reliance in fresh produce from a
reasonable sized garden at all unreasonable. The essential elements for such a goal exist
at Pencoed: enthusiasm, a wider area of land from which fertility will be concentrated in
the home garden, an open and sunny location which will be improved by the planting of
shelter belts, and good local biodiversity. It should also be remembered that fruit, nuts and
eggs will be produced outside of the home garden at Pencoed, and that wild foods will be
harvested to supplement the family diet.

It is now the case that quite a number of organic smallholdings and One Planet
Development projects across Wales are demonstrating the potential of intensive organic
growing for self-reliance and sale. Pencoedʼs home garden will be building on the work of
many other gardeners, adapting ideas and techniques to the needs of its beautiful site,
and of the people who will live there.

Fruit and nuts
In addition to producing fruits for resale, as detailed in the enterprise section. We will be
harvesting from fruit and nut trees in our hedgerows and our fruit and nut garden to meet
our familyʼs needs. These are located in the fruit/nut garden as shown on the above map
of main subsistence food cultivation areas. The hedgerows around Pencoed provide
plentiful damsons, sloes, hawthorn berries, blackberries, crab apples, elderberries, acorns
and hazelnuts.

Eggs
Our eggs will be supplied by a small flock of Khaki Campbell ducks. Good laying ducks will
lay between 250-300 eggs a year each. Even with only 6 ducks, a family of 4 will have a
19
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surplus of fresh eggs. Using ducks in the garden allows them to be kept without bought-in
feed. Free range ducks in small flocks will forage for their protein and whatever else they
need.
The following provides examples of what items on the household shopping list will be able
to produced on site. A full list of crops to be grown including vegetables, herbs, fruit and
nuts is in the appendix B3.

Item

Produced on site or alternative available on site

Herbal infusions

Yes

Black/green teas

No

Olive oil

No

Pasta/noodles

Potential replacement in summer with vegetable

Tomato passata

Yes

Frozen peas

Yes

Nuts: Almonds, Cashew, hazel, peanut,
walnut & butters

Hazel and trialling walnut and almonds

Maple syrup

Yes - replaced with honey

Coconut sugar

Yes - replaced with honey

Tinned beans

Yes - replaced with honey

Stock powder

Yes

Tamari/ salts

Partial replacement with herbs (Celery, leek, onion)

Oats

No

Seeds: sunflower/pumpkin

Yes

Root vegetables: potatoes, carrots,
parsnips, sweet potatoes, garlic, onions,
leeks

Yes

Squash, pumpkins

Yes

Brassicas, broccoli, cauliflower, cabbage

Yes

Legumes

Yes

Leafy green, salad, spinach

Yes
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Core fruit, apples, pears

Yes

Citrus fruits, Oranges, Lemons,
Tangerines

No - but potential crop grown in poly tunnel

Soft fruit, strawberries, blueberries

Yes

Mushrooms

Yes

Banana

No

Rice and soya milk

Partially - replaced with other nut milks

Table 2 : Example items from household shopping list that can be grown
This section was co-authored with Dr Paul Jennings Dip.Perm.Des further to a consultation visit to Pencoed.
Dr Jennings has been working in organic farming and horticulture since 1996, he has experience of whole
farm and garden design along Permaculture principles, as well as of implementing both his own designs and
those of other designers. Consultation visit from Tao Wimbush, farmer, one planet living practitioner and cofounder of the Lammas Eco Village, Glandwr.

3.2. Land based enterprise overview
During the initial 5 year period we will establish a range of land based enterprises suited to
our land. This timescale will allow us to explore what works and what doesnʼt work. We will
adapt and refine our plans and processes accordingly to become economically productive.
This could well mean that we end up developing one or two main enterprises, while
maintaining others for overall resilience.

We have observed the land over a period of time and followed our own interests and
knowledge in deciding the best use of land and time. This has been done in conjunction
with specialist advice and support as detailed in the enterprise section of this document.
Attention has been paid to the interconnected nature of the enterprises with activities
complementing others and the site as a whole, e.g., bees, orchard fruit, growing willow and
trees, skincare produce, are all intrinsically linked and co-dependent.

ʻAn intimate knowledge of their land, produce and markets allows viable livelihoods to be
created on small, previously marginal sites. Most profitable land based enterprises on 10
acres or less are labour intensive and use labour that cannot readily be replaced by largescale, mechanised production. These livelihoods can therefore compete on their own
terms within the wider market place.ʼ
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Maxey, L & Laughton, R & Rodker, O & Wangler, Z (2011) Small is Successful, Ecological Land Co-operative
Ltd. Page 42

The following sections provide an overview of each enterprise with further financial
detail in Appendix B1.

3.2.1. Apple juice & table fruit
Through the planting and cultivation of good quality fruit trees we plan to provide nutritious,
great tasting local fruit and bottled juice. Orchard produce will include table fruit (apples &
pears) and fruit juice and cordials, with the longer shelf life enabling sales throughout the
year. Other products in consideration will be dried fruit, cider and vinegar.

We have consulted with fruit expert Paul Davis (Dolau-hirion Fruit Trees, Llandeilo) and
orchardist Martin Hayes (consultant to St Dogmaelsʼ lottery funded community orchard)
regarding the suitability and preparation of our orchard areas, in choosing cultivars and
rootstock suitable to our local conditions, and on harvest yields. Following his visit to the
land, Paul Davis provided a written report (appendix B4).

Our choice of trees has been extensively researched with an emphasis on disease
resistant varieties that come in to harvest throughout the planting season. We have
chosen several Welsh varieties known to do well here. We have also spoken with
neighbours of Pencoed with apple trees in their gardens and have been offered scion
wood cuttings to graft onto bought-in rootstock.

We will have planted at least 120 apple trees at the start of the initial five year period. 20
maiden apple trees on mm106 half-standard rootstock have already been planted plus a
mix of plum, cherry, damson, nut and soft fruit bushes. We are currently preparing the front
orchard field for Autumn planting of 80 more mm 106 apple trees, plus 15 apple trees on
m26 semi-dwarfing rootstock, trained as espaliers.

We plan to adapt half of one of the agricultural sheds into a self-contained fruit juice
processing kitchen. This will include scratter, press, pasteuriser and bottling facilities. We
will offer this facility for use by other local smallholdings.
We are currently investigating the possibility of Organic certification status.
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3.2.2. Soft fruits
Berry and currant bushes will be interplanted between trees in the forest garden and in
rows on a dedicated patch next to the home garden. The mix will include raspberries, red
and blackcurrents, blueberries and jostaberries. High yielding blackberry cultivars will be
trained along parts of the deer fence. We have planted 5 plum trees, three of which will be
harvested for enterprise produce.

Soft fruits are perishable and therefore need to be resold while fresh or processed. Fruit
will be sold fresh in punnets and used to make preserves. Juice from berries and currants
will be mixed with apple juice to find appealing cordial and juice blends. Flowering soft fruit
trees provide a good forage for bees at a time of year when it is lacking.

Strawberry harvest at Blaenfoss small holding and our unripe potted blueberry plants

3.2.3. Tree Nursery
Growing trees is an important part of the proposed development. While initially it has
meant buying in and planting several hundred bare root trees, it will later involve grafting
fruit trees onto different rootstocks as well as propagating and growing on a mix of
broadleaf and coniferous species. Concurrent to meeting our onsite planting needs we are
creating nursery areas for potted fruit trees to sell-on, primarily through word of mouth and
courses held on site. We have already started growing Nordmann fir and Norway spruce
trees in container pots. These will later be sold as living Christmas trees which customers
can replant and reuse. 100 trees have already been planted which will be ready for resale
in years 5 and 6. We intend to plant a similar number of ʻChristmas treesʼ each year.

Container grown apple trees of high quality and Welsh cultivars make a nice gift and an
ongoing market exists. We are not seeking to promote Pencoed as a nursery, however it is
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reasonable to expect that we can sell a limited number of apple trees each year through
open days, courses and country markets. One advantage of pot grown trees is that they
can be sold at any time of the year unlike their bare root counterparts.

Around Cardigan there are only a few pop-up suppliers selling cut Christmas trees, though
no obvious reseller of pot grown. Look online and there are now several specialist pot
grown Christmas tree companies offering door to door shipping. More people it seems are
interested in trees with a life beyond the festive season. While there is an obvious
convenience in ordering online, the possibility to choose your own locally grown tree is
attractive. From year five we aim to offer 50 trees for sale each year, direct from the gate
(passing trade) and via local Christmas fairs. The selling period will last 2 to 3 weeks each
December.

3.2.4. Beekeeping
Apiary produce will be honey and beeswax. Honey will be sold in jars, and beeswax will be
made into candles and used as an ingredient within our natural skincare range. A long
shelf life ensures an ongoing income throughout the year.
Bee colonies have been established on the land since purchase. This will be increased to
3 hives in year one, with a further orchard based apiary planned for the future. By year 5
we expect to have 7 working hives with an estimated 5 healthy and productive colonies.
Natasha is an active member of Teifiside Beekeepers Association who provide training and
ongoing mentoring.

Natasha at Pencoed, Our two sons, Thomas and Florian inspecting bees and honey extraction at Teifiside
beekeepers apiary.
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3.2.5. Natural Aromatics & Skincare
Our research has also shown that there is a growing market for high quality, well
presented and environmentally conscious, skincare products made entirely from crueltyfree, natural, non-allergenic ingredients.

We plan to develop a number of value added products from the raw ingredients grown onsite. Pencoed honey, beeswax and botanical extracts from herbs and flowers will form the
basis of our collection of cold pressed soaps, aroma balms and bath melts. All packaging
will be chosen to have as light as possible an impact on the earth. Wherever possible we
will use biodegradable materials. Soaps will be sold with or without a woven willow soap
dish. We will highlight the natural and sustainable ingredients and packaging on our
products to demonstrate what is possible.

All products will be processed on site in small batches and stored for sale throughout the
year. Cold pressed soap in particular has a long shelf life after the initial time spend
making and curing. Other items have a quicker processing times, like bath melts, and so
can be made when required. Sample or travel sizes will also be trialled.

There is an increasing demand for natural skincare throughout the UK: Research in
Mintelʼs 2025 Trends report highlighted that some 42% of UK consumers now prefer to buy
natural and organic personal care products because they believe they are better for the
environment. It also has pinpointed natural and organic products as a key trend that will
definite the beauty industry between now and 2025.

Examples of Pencoed Botantics: Bath melts and aroma balms
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3.2.6. Willow - basketry
Simple willow fruit bowls, willow soap dishes (sold with soaps), Trivets/plates and
decorations woven from a range of colourful craft willow grown on site will be available to
purchase on open days and on a dedicated website. These will be sold either individually
or as part of a gift package with other Pencoed products. In addition small seasonal
decorations will be sold at occasional farmers market stalls in Cardigan and St Dogmaels
(advertised locally through our facebook page) and at local Christmas fairs. Possible other
outlets will include Crafters Cwtch in Cardigan (Natasha has already sold craft items here)
and in Camarthen.

Past experience has also shown small willow decorations sell well at local Christmas fairs.
Natasha has attended workshops on basketry at Denmark Farm in Lampeter with Jane
Welsh and weaving willow structures at the Nature Reserve, Cardigan with Michelle Cain.

Willow decorations, willow bowl, trivet and soap dishes

3.2.7. Harvested & processed timber for specialist musical instrument part
Using oak harvested from a small number of fallen trees and pollarded trees around the
site, we will be producing and supplying a specialist part (pair of wooden cable holder
fixings) for a musical instrument. The buyer is our own business, Shruti Box Company
(SBC) which was established over 10 years ago. SBC currently buys these from a supplier
based in Holland at a price of £10 per set. The wooden fixings are sold as part of a unique
foot pedal kit, with an average 200 sales per year.
The fixings are so small (8 cm3 per set), that a good sized oak tree with a trunk measuring
7 metres long x 50cm diameter should provide enough wood for approximately 3000 sets
of attachments, i.e., 15 years supply, even with 50% wastage allowed. There are several
large oaks trees on the land, some which have already fallen and others which can be
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sustainably pollarded – a pruning system in which the upper branches of a tree are
removed, promoting a dense head of foliage and branches.
We are also planting many new oaks which will more than replenish the small number of
trees which are harvested.
Once the wood is cut and seasoned onsite it will then be sent to a local CNC mill for
cutting, shaping and sanding to our specifications. We estimate a production cost of £5 per
set with a resale value of £15. (www.shrutibox.co.uk)

Shruti box with foot pedal and oak fittings to be sourced from Pencoed

3.2.8. Courses, education & consultation
We both have experience in teaching, running workshops and facilitating learning through
a number of different mediums and platforms. Drawing on these skills, we plan to develop
part of our business to deliver informal educational courses. The courses will focus on
different aspects of one planet living, including traditional arts and crafts, land-based skills
and enterprise.

In the long term, Pencoed will offer weekly classes to the local community. All courses will
be advertised on our website, social networking sites and the Low Impact Living Initiative
website. Will aim for a maximum of 8 on each course and run 5 different courses a year.
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The educational side of Pencoed will not be limited to adults. We are keen to offer the land
as a space for a forest school and have been in touch with Llechryd school. Other
connections with existing conservation and permaculture networks will be explored.

3.2.9. Market Research
ʻWales has the fundamentals to develop a thriving horticulture industry, if it can meet the
challenges of adding value to locally grown produce. Despite having many natural
attributes which favor the sector, just 0.08% of all the agricultural land in Wales is
currently used for horticulture.ʼ
Gareth Harrison, Arable and Horticulture coordinator for Farming Connect says that
“Wales has got most of the basic ingredients for developing its horticulture sector – a
favourable climate, fertile soils and demand from nearby heavily populated centres. The
challenge is to develop the skillsets required to grow commercially, knowing how to adapt
production systems to cultivate crops profitably in Wales and being able to add value to
better meet the demand of the market.”
https://businesswales.gov.wales/farmingconnect/posts/horticulture-wales

We have spoken to local retailers and wholesalers, visited craft fairs and consulted
producers to find out the potential for our fresh and added value produce. Our
research has revealed the following:

•!Demand for local and Welsh produce.
• Gap in the market for Welsh apple and fruit juice. Most bottled apple and fruit juice sold in
Wales is grown and processed in England.
•!Despite there once being orchards in the Cardigan area, there are few people currently
growing and selling local table fruit. 90% of the fruit Wales consumes is imported.
• Local and unsprayed fruits and juice are purchased by many shops who focus on organic
produce and whole foods.
•!Shortage of local honey. Year round demand.
•!No one locally selling pot grown Christmas Trees.
•!Regular gate sales for smallholders on the same road as Pencoed.
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•!Good range of seasonal produce and craft markets to sell from, St Dogmaels, Cardigan,
Newcastle Emlyn.
•!Various gift shops reselling locally produced items. Trade is seasonally bolstered by
tourists.
•!Longer shelf life of produce/products will allow for crop failure and low sales i.e., juice,
honey, soap.
•!With value added produce, good presentation is a big advantage.
•!Possibility to serve local community with gift and edible produce for special occasions
like Valentineʼs day, Motherʼs day, Easter and Christmas.

Sales outlets
Produce and products will be sold via the following outlets. Added value goods will either
be sold separately or combined and presented in a willow hamper as a gift, made to order:

•! Local food retailers, cafes, and hotels in the surrounding area, i.e., Go Mango, Bara
Menin, Bwyd y Byd, Crafters Cwtch. Glebelands (letters of support are in appendix).
•! Whole food distributors, (Watson & Pratt’s in Lampeter, local food hubs).
•! Gate sales & Open days.
•! Pencoed website: a wider market will be reached through the website and social media,
serving the goal of spreading the ideals of a One Planet life.
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•! Shruti Box website and a network of resellers (oak musical instrument attachment only).
•! Occasional market stall e.g., St Dogmaels, Cardigan, Carmarthen, Cardigan show. (6
per year)

Packaging and presentation
All our branding and packaging will be designed in-house by Natasha, an experienced
professional graphic designer and illustrator. Pencoed labels will include ‘One Planet
Produce’ and ‘Welsh Dragon’ logos.

3.2.10. Annual income after expenses (profit)

Land-based activity

Year 3

Year 5

Year 7

Apples juice & fruit

£406

£2367

£3104

Soft fruit & plums

£245.98

£554.06

£943.90

Tree sales

-£93.35

£791.65

£2080

Honey

£187

£1132

£1904

Natural skincare

£1356

£2661

£4952

Basketry

£175

£395.10

£690.15

Musical instrument part

£1000

£1000

£1000

Courses

£700

£1150

£1750

Total profit

£3976.63

£10050.81

£16424.05

Table 3: Total estimated land-based profit in years 3,5 and 7

By year 5, income from our primary land based enterprises is anticipated to have
exceeded our minimum household needs (as detailed in table 1 above) by 173%. This is
expected to continue to rise as the production systems mature. Should some aspects of
the income generating strategy have poor years, such as the honey production, there is
sufficient back up income anticipated from a range of other sources to ensure we still meet
our minimum financial needs.
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3.2.11. Supplementary income
Stefan and Natashaʼs existing business ʻShruti Box Companyʼ will provide a
supplementary family income to support our transition to a far more sustainable lifestyle.
Significantly, it means we donʼt have to travel out to work. The business sells an
instrument online through the website www.shrutibox.co.uk. The Shruti Box, developed by
Stefan, is made from reclaimed timber by our partners in India It is a successful and
established business which has been trading for over 10 years. A large amount of work
has gone into streamlining the business, freeing up our time to focus on the One Planet
Development. We currently use the services of a local accountant and are training a local
person to help tune the instruments. Pencoed OPD will supply bespoke components for
the musical instruments, made from wood grown, harvested, seasoned and milled onsite
and then outsourced to a local CNC workshop for fabricating. The attachment are currently
purchased elsewhere.
Natasha is a trained illustrator and graphic designer. She currently works from home
designing logos, posters and leaflets for local small businesses. These skills will be
applied to marketing and selling of Pencoed produce, as well as providing useful income in
the Winter months.

3.3. Land management

3.3.1. Baseline condition and management recommendations
The baseline for each of the elements (biodiversity, cultural heritage and landscape) is
covered previously.

An Extended Phase 1 Ecology Survey was carried out by Paddy Jenks of Aderyn
Ecology on 18th July 2016:

The report describes the site as “three small pastures which have formerly been
improved for agriculture (CCW Phase 1 survey 1993) with broad-leaved woodland and a
network of mature hedgerows. The site is well connected to the surrounding farmed
landscape of predominantly improved pasture with several blocks of woodland and a
network of well-established hedgerows. The pasture fields have in recent years been
lightly grazed by sheep and cut for hay/haylage.”
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The report concludes “It can be confidently stated that the biodiversity of the site will
significantly increase as a direct result of this development. The replacement of speciespoor grassland with more diverse, priority habitats will increase the populations and range
of species present at the site. All existing features of ecological importance will be
maintained which will provide a colonisation source for the new habitats. Most of the
biodiversity gains occur as a direct result of the change of land use detailed in section 5.2
but will be furthered by the modest enhancement measures listed (5.4).”

The LANDMAP assessment of the siteʼs Cultural value is ʻHigh, of regional value as the
distinctive Cardiganshire landscape.ʼ It goes on to recommend: ʻEncouragement to cooperation and sharing of experience between small craft-based businesses;
encouragement to further agricultural diversification.ʼ and specifically relevant to this
application: ʻThere is potential for diversification and for further development of small rural
craft businesses on the lines of existing ventures in harp-making and honey production.ʼ

The LANDMAP assessment describes the siteʼs Landscape as: ʻDry (Relatively)
Terrestrial Habitats/Grassland & Marsh/Improved Grassland.ʼ with ʻModerateʼ habitat
value. Furthermore it says: ʼThere are several less intensively improved fields, reducing
agricultural inputs in these further to allow them to revert to semi-natural state would also
increase biodiversity.ʼ

3.3.2. Land management strategy
Our land management plan is based on the following:
•! Recommendations from the ecological survey
•! Information from the Local Biodiversity Action Plan
•! A conversation on bird and bat habitat with Liz Probert, Ceredigion LPA
•! Consultation with neighbours and local farmers
• Personal observation of the land over different seasons

We purchased the land in May 2016 and have been on a rapid learning curve, finding out
about the history of the site, getting to know the soil, watching the wildlife come and go,
and establishing what is needed to bring about a more bio-diverse, productive and low
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impact farm, nestled within a forest garden environment. It is clear that there are areas of
very low biodiversity, with contrasting areas of very high biodiversity (as highlighted in the
ecological survey) and it is our aim to create more of a balance between these contrasting
areas. Each area of the land will be managed to be mutually beneficial to one another and
not considered in isolation.
Biodiversity measures to improve and conserve the current levels are:

Conservation of hedgerows
Existing hedgerows will be lightly managed, with minimal pruning of trees, removal of
barbed wire and the introduction of more native tree and shrub species including hazel,
hawthorn, crab apple, dogwood, wild cherry etc. The traditional earth bank will be
conserved around the perimeter boundary.

Creation of new hedgerows
On the south western boundary which adjoins our neighbourʼs private ponds and hide, we
have laid a 50m traditional hedge. This has been interplanted with holly, hazel, hornbeam,
and other native species.

Conservation of woodland
A woodland yield assessment and management plan was conducted by Gus Hellier from
Coed Cymru (see appendix B7) . This is informing our approach with the existing
woodland and includes, sustainable coppicing, conservation of mature trees, habitat
creation.
This winter we coppiced our first hazel coup, harvesting wood for fencing and firewood,
and letting in light into an overgrown dense area of woodland. Brash has been piled
around several hazel stools to deter deer from eating new growth. Coppicing is a
traditional woodland method known to benefit various species of plant and animal life as
well as providing new timber in years to come.
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Strip of woodland at Pencoed

Creation of new woodland
We have planted hundreds of native trees to provide extra shelter belt on the western
boundary and roadside visual impact screening on the southern boundary. These newly
created woodland strips will provide valuable habitat and corridors for wildlife. In wetter
areas we have planted water loving varieties of alder, willow and swamp cypress to help
soak up excess water.

Newly planted woodland strip creation along the southern road facing boundary.

Creation of traditional orchard
A traditional orchard of standard and half standard trees will be planted this Autumn on
what was a neglected, compacted clay field with poor drainage. Apple specialist Paul
Davis, from Dolau-hirion fruit nursery visited the site and gave a positive verdict on its
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suitability for growing orchard fruit (see appendix B4). We have so far spread lime to raise
ph, mole ploughed to help water run off and added further drainage ditches. We are about
to over-seed the orchard area with plant species which will further improve drainage and
introduce useful nutrients. The orchard will ultimately provide a haven for wildlife and will
further benefit from the introduction of a site specific apiary later on.

Conservation of meadows
Two meadows will be left for wild flowers, grasses, birds, bees, insects and rodents. As per
the advice on the ecological survey report, meadows will be cut in late August with grass
harvested and added to the green manure system.

North facing meadow

Conservation of pond and wetlands
We will enhance the existing ponds and develop a further network of ponds and wetland
for different benefits: supporting wildlife; to slow down run off and keep water in the land;
harvest bulrushes for mineral rich compost; a beneficial microclimate. The grey water reed
bed system will also form a part of this.
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Small pond on the north field

Creation of compost system
We are creating a green manure composting system to maintain nutrients and add organic
matter to all cultivated areas. Central to this is planting crops with different benefits: e.g.,
buckwheat (nurse crop introduces phosphate), crimson clover (nitrogen and bees), chicory
(improve soil structure and improve drainage). Nutrient rich comfrey will be grown in a
large bed and harvested as part of the mix. Fast growing willow will be coppiced to make
ramial wood chip for mulch, preventing competing grass and weeds, and providing a rich
protein feed. This system will include multiple compost bays and a compact tractor for
mowing, topping, collecting grass and turning compost.

Creation of herb and flower garden
A herb and flower garden will be established close to the dwelling house. Plants cultivated
here will be used in the natural aromatics & skincare range as described in the Land
based activity section 3.2.5.

Creation of vegetable garden
Information and management approach outlined in land based subsistence section 3.1.2.

Creation of forest garden
A forest garden design will be planted with a diverse range of trees and plants to provide
fruit, nuts and perennial vegetables. This will support different species of wildlife and will
interlink the main woodland with other areas of the land. Forest gardening is a prehistoric
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method of securing food in tropical areas. In the 1980s, Robert Hart coined the term
"forest gardening" after adapting the principles and applying them to temperate climates.

Diagram of how the forest garden works

Picture of Karuna forest garden

Embedding structures within the design
The dwelling house and all ancillary structures will be low profile, made from timber and
natural materials and designed to blend in with the woodland vernacular. In 4.2 of Zero
Carbon Buildings, we have provided illustrated details on how this will be achieved.
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Conservation of wildlife habitat
All our activities listed here will benefit wildlife through increased habitat, increased forage,
corridors, and conservation of woodland, meadow and wetland. We will also provide
access for bats to roost in at least one of the timber structures, e.g., the wood store, and
introduce bird boxes within the main orchard. Predators will help to control pests and
support the surrounding ecosystem. There is already a barn owl box installed in a large
oak tree and we shall be installing at least one other. A raptor perch will be placed in the
orchard.
In the woodland and on edge of the meadows we are creating piles of wood and leaving
them to decay over time as a shelter for different reptiles and mammals. The rotting wood
creates a nutrient rich fungal rich environment which is also good for the soil.

Deer management
There is a local population of red deer which visit the woodland and fields at different times
of the year. Further to an advisory visit by the Steve Griffiths, officer for the Deer Initiative,
we have developed a strategy for protecting against and living with the deer by fencing the
main area for cultivation, leaving the woodland a safe haven for the deer and other wildlife.

Freshly coppiced trees within the woodland will be protected. Around the grassland
perimeter, we have erected a 600m x 2m chestnut post and high tensile wire fence with
gates into the woodland. To mitigate the visual impact of this in vantage points we have
undertaken the following. On the southern roadside boundary the deer fence has been
installed inside the historic earth bank boundary / hedgerow. LANDMAP specifies that this
is a typical historic feature of the area. The earth bank has a raised profile and is planted
with mature oaks and other broadleaf trees. This combination renders the deer fence
barely visible to passers by.

Bee friendly and edible climbing plants such as honeysuckle, clematis, virginia creeper
and thornless blackberries are being planted to utilise the fence as a trellis. It wonʼt take
long before this deer fence is fully integrated with the local fauna.

Along the roadside facing front copse to the left of the main entrance gate, we have
erected a 26m traditional cleft chestnut post and rail fence, interwoven with thin hazel rods
coppiced from the woodland.
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Different types of dear fencing used on site.
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Soil health
Professional soil survey analysis has been conducted (appendix B6). Analysis of the soil
shows a soil that it is currently acidic, rich in organic matter and low in nutrients. Below is
a list of the improvement measures that we will use to improve soil health:

• Minimal digging or tilling of the soil
• Liming the soil to balance the ph level
• Minimal use of heavy machines
• Drainage through mole plough, ditches, ponds, deep tap root plants to open up and
loosen clay soil structure.
• Building a living soil through a mulch cover of ramial woodchip, green manure, and
home made bio-fertiliser
• Maintaining a constant ground cover of diverse species
• No use of pesticides or herbicides
• Use of mycorrhizal fungi harvested from the woodland when planting trees.
• Planting and maintaining shelter belts
• Recycling and returning all nutrients back to the soil

3.4. Energy and Water
3.4.1. Energy
The OPD Practice Guidance states that sites should be broadly energy self-sufficient.
Pencoed does not currently have a grid connection. We are working with Dr Rhys Morgan
from YAB energy consultants on a design which will enable us to meet our domestic and
enterprise needs from the land.

Electricity, cooking, space and water heating will be met using zero-carbon renewable
energy, i.e., biomass (heat), solar thermal (heat), and solar photovoltaics (electricity).
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According to the practice guidance, small amounts of non-renewable energy are
acceptable where justified by need and suitability. Examples given include bottled gas for
cooking in the summer and specific agricultural, horticultural, woodland management and
processing tasks. Any use of non-renewables will be accounted for in the EFA monitoring.

Electricity
We aim to meet our household and office electricity requirements with a 4kw solar array
consisting of 16 x 250w solar panels, batteries and inverter. This will produce an average
3400 kWh per annum, with a typical 12.8kWh/day in summer and 4.2kWh/day in winter.
We will also run a separate and independent 1kw solar pv system to power the
submersible pump drawing water from the bore hole.
Power requirements per day

Kwh

Computers, printer, router

0.8

Small items (phones/ipod/cameras/small battery charger)

0.32

Kitchen appliances (food processor, dehydrator, blender, etc.)

1.54

LED lighting

0.35

Freezer & fridge

0.48

Vacuum, washing machine & other household items

0.45

Total energy requirements per day
Typical daily solar power

3.94Kwh
4.2kWh/day (winter)
12.8kWh/day (summer)

Table 4: Outline of daily electricity requirements (based on maximum usages)

The projected typical generation comfortably exceeds demand in both winter and summer
allowing for the storage of excess energy as hot water or in batteries. This will provide
flexibility at times of low solar gain.

Heating, Cooking and Hot Water
Hot water will be generated by both solar thermal and a wood stove. Solar thermal panels
collect heat from the sun and use it to heat water which is stored in an insulated hot water
cylinder located in the dwelling house.
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In winter months, when sunlight is low, output will be supplemented with hot water from the
wood stove back boiler. This will provide hot water for bathing and space heating via eight
separate radiators.

A wood burning range with oven and hotplates will be used for cooking in winter. During
warmer periods when there is relatively abundant solar electricity, an efficient induction
hob (3kW) will be used, thus maintaining a comfortable ambient summer temperature
within the dwelling.
There are a sufficient number of existing trees in the woodland and hedgerows to
sustainably meet our annual fuelwood needs. In 2016, local Coed Cymru officer, Gus
Hellier visited the site to make an assessment. His woodland management report
(appendix 3.4) confirms a sustainable fuelwood yield of 4-5m3 per annum. Energy usage
figures taken from the Lammas Eco Village annual report, show an average yearly
fuelwood use of 4m3 per household for cooking, heating and hot water.

Minimum energy use is a priority. Here are some of the measures we have included in our
design:

!

• Dwelling house to be super insulated with thermal mass for heat storage.

!

• South facing dwelling house for optimum solar gain.

!

• Triple glazing on north facing windows.

!

• LED low power lights throughout home and ancillary structures.

!

• Appliances chosen for optimum energy efficiency.

!

• Verandas to provide drying space for clothes.

3.4.2. Water
The OPD Practice Guidance states that, as part of minimum needs, the majority of water
needs should be met from the site (para 1.12).

Pencoed currently does not have a mains water supply. The hydrogeological report we
commissioned from Rebecca Exley Groundwater Ltd concludes: ʻThe findings presented
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above indicate that a borehole at the site does have the potential to provide a small scale
domestic water supply provided water bearing horizons are encountered at the base of the
clays and within fissures in the underlying mudstones. The water quality is expected to
meet drinking water standards. The exact thickness of the non-water bearing clays is
unknown but a borehole depth of between 70 and 100 metres should be allowed for.ʼ The
full hydrogeological report can be found the appendix B8.

Based on this information we have opted to install a bore hole to provide water for our
domestic and enterprise needs.
The submersible pump will run from solar power on a dedicated independent circuit
comprising pump, controller and 4 x 250w panels, sited on one of the metal agricultural
sheds. Water will be drawn into a 4000 litre potable water storage tank placed behind the
sheds. From the tank water will be distributed to different parts of the site including a
storage tank in the dwelling house roof.

Rainwater collected from buildings will be stored in ponds as a back up and butts for
localised irrigation of beds. This system will ensure water security in times of drought and
improve the biodiversity of the site with the inclusion further ponds and a wetland system.

Minimising water usage is a priority. A very large reduction relative to an average
household is achieved by the use of composting rather than flush toilets, requiring no
water at all. Pressure fed showers will predominately be used and use of an efficient
washing machine will further reduce our overall consumption.

3.5. Waste
The essential criteria are that:
• All biodegradable waste produced on site is assimilated on site in environmentally
sustainable ways.
• The only exception to this is occasional offsite disposal of small non-biodegradable
amounts of waste which cannot be assimilated on site which arise from things used on
site wearing out or breaking irreparably.
• All waste handling and assimilation on site must comply with Environment Agency
guidelines.
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Waste produced on the site can be divided into the following categories which will be dealt
with in turn:
Domestic food and green waste: from growing food and timber, processing apples. This
will be added to compost in the purpose built bays to add fertility around the site.
Grey water: The Pencoed household and enterprise will produce no “black” water from
toilets because composting systems are used rather than water flush toilets. Grey water
will come from kitchen and bathroom sinks, and laundry. We only ever use eco friendly
and natural detergents. The water from domestic use and land based activity will be
purified by use of a reed bed system comprising three linked small ponds. Plant filtered,
clean water will run into a drainage channel leading into another large pond.
The minimum size allowed by the Environment Agency for a 1-3 bedroom house, serving
up to five people is 12m² (3.5x3.5m). The reed bed system proposed will benefit from the
natural incline of the land on the north side of the main dwelling and will eventually join the
wetlands purified. Since waste water production is erratic, it will be distributed via a surge
tank.

Diagram showing reed bed system (from Building Regs Approved Document Page 34)

Human waste: Human faeces and urine will be processed using a Separett Villa 9010
system. This system separates the faeces and urine. The faeces will be collected and
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composted within a separate area until it is suitable to use as human manure. This system
involves no digging and the faeces are composted above ground. Once the pathogens
have broken down, the human manure will be distributed around the site at the base of
trees and shrubs where it will not come into direct contact with the fruits.

Inorganic Waste: Waste usually imported from off-site, which cannot be decomposed or
put to new uses. This includes plastic and metal packaging, some paper, chemicals,
electronic components, broken tools, etc. Non-degradable packaging, plastic, glass etc. is
kept to minimal levels due to our existing purchasing/usage/recycling practices. By choice
and wherever possible, we purchase items that require little or no packaging. This will
further reduce by growing and consuming more of our own produce. Most non reusable,
repurposed (tetra pac cartons used for soap moulds) or recyclable waste will result from
bulk food buying and can be recycled though the local council. Packaging bought in for
land based produce will be recyclable or compostable.

Other amounts of waste such as clothes, shoes, hardware, spent rechargeable batteries
are and will be disposed of by sustainable means off-site if they cannot be recycled.
Attention is paid when purchasing items to longevity and quality if not bought second
hand.

As a family and in business we have made steps to reduce the amount of waste we
produce over the years by buying in groups and in bulk and making conscious choices to
purchase second hand or high quality for longevity. Natasha has also developed
environmental policies for small businesses in the past and has special interest in
ecologically sound packaging and print design.

4. Zero Carbon Buildings
4.1. One Planet building
The primary requirements of One Planet Development are:
• to provide a functional space which, in addition to housing residents, can also be
used as a working area, as a water collection system, as a growing area, as a drying
space, and as a source of electricity;
• to be embedded into the landscape;
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• to be made of local, natural materials;
• to be zero carbon in construction and use.

The main dwelling is designed to meet these requirements and has the following
attributes:

- use of passive solar heating from south facing windows:
- space for solar photovoltaic panels and solar hot water;
- situated close to main growing area and existing sheds / yard
- plenty of storage space for seasonal crops and materials;
- single storey for minimal visual impact;
- uses low-impact materials that represent minimal consumption of fossil fuels, do not
impact on human health, and do not cause any harm to the wider environment in
their production, use or disposal at end of life;
- excellent fabric energy efficiency;
- conforms to relevant Building Regulations.

Zero Carbon in construction
A CfSH Materials Assessment (appendix D4) was made by David Heneker of Helyg
Energy Services. In the report, the five elements of the proposed building i.e., roof,
external walls, internal walls, floors, windows, are given the highest A+ rating and are
shown to be 100% responsibly sourced.

Zero Carbon in use
A draft SAP report (appendix D3) was made by David Heneker of Helyg Energy Services
to demonstrate energy performance for the proposed dwelling. The design passed as
follows:

ʻThe Predicted EPC rating is A with a SAP score of 97 and the Environmental Impact (EI)
rating is 111ʼ.
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ʻThe Predicted design regulated CO2 emissions for this proposed dwelling is - (Minus)
1295 kg CO2 per year.ʼ
ʻThe Building regulations Dwelling Emission Rate (DER) is - (Minus) 11.51 kg CO2/m2 and
represents a massive 154.06% improvement on current Part L 2014 Wales Building
regulation standards.ʼ

4.2. Embedding into the landscape
A comprehensive landscape visual impact assessment (LVIA) was conducted and the
report is available in appendix D5.
The proposed main dwelling will be constructed adjacent to the existing agricultural sheds
and yard. The benefits are:
- Ability to screen from public vantage points
- Minimal development on agricultural land
- Easy access to the public road using existing track
- Immediate access to the sheds and yard
- Close proximity to water source
- Ready-made slope for reed bed system to sustainable manage grey waste water.
- Optimum position for sunlight /solar power

All buildings will be single storey made using timber and natural materials which will help
them to blend in with the surroundings. The one exception is the poly tunnel which will be
covered with polythene sheeting. There are limited vantage points along the public road
between, and including the lower and main entrance gate (overview diagram 4a). Between
April and October, this already limited vantage is further reduced due to foliage on the
roadside boundary trees and shrubs. The slope of the land means that small areas of the
site are exposed to distant views from across the valley to the east and north east.

For year round screening of all visual impacts highlighted in the LVIA (appendix G) we
have planted hundreds of plants, shrubs and trees:
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• 6x130m woodland belt of mixed species native shrubs just inside and along the
length of the southern (roadside) boundary
• fast growing willow and alder alongside the main entrance track to completely screen
off views from the main gate.
• climbing plants will also be planted to run the length of the 2m deer fence between
the main and lower gate.
• Fast growing willow screening will be planted alongside the poly tunnel to prevent
visual impact from the lower entrance gate and distant views from across the valley
to the east.
• Several fruit trees planted between the line of sight between the lower entrance gate
and proposed classroom.

Photos taken in winter, showing view from site of proposed dwelling towards the main and lower entrance
gates, which are also the main vantage points into the land.,

Cross section showing how the dwelling house and poly tunnel are being screened from public view.
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Overview of site showing vantage points and planned mitigation
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4.3. Building Regulations
The dwelling house and classroom are the only structures on site to which formal Building
Regulations will apply. Ancillary structures fall into the category of temporary, agricultural
buildings or greenhouses.

4.4. Re-use of existing agricultural buildings
There are three existing agricultural sheds located around a hard standing yard. During
set-up the sheds will be used for storage of building materials and to provide sheltered
working space. Post set-up, Shed 1 will be converted into two linked separate units. One
half will provide a food-grade processing room for making apple juice, the other a produce
store. Shed 2 will be used for storing farm implements in one half and fresh fruit storage in
the other. Shed 3 will provide a kitchen/eating area for volunteers. The other existing metal
shed located by the woodland entrance will be used as a store for coppiced produce and
woodland tools.

4.5. Proposed buildings
The following people have contributed to our thinking regarding the design of our home: Dr
Tom Woolley, architect, author and leading hempcrete expert. Tao Wimbush, self-builder
and co-founder of the Lammas Eco Village. Mark Waghorn, Llandeilo based architect.
Toby Sprules, Whitland based traditional timber framer. Erica Thompson, acting secretary
of the One Planet Council. James Shorten, author of the official OPD practice guidance.
Detailed elevation drawings and plans can be viewed in Appendix D1 and D2.

4.5.1 Building details
Dwelling House (L) 20m including verandas (W) 7.3m (H) 5m. Subject to building control.
A simple, single storey timber frame building with twin pitched roof and hempcrete walls
providing excellent insulation and thermal mass. The architectural vernacular is in keeping
with the traditional Welsh long house. Walls will be rendered externally with lime and
internally with clay plaster for effective weatherproofing, vapour conductivity and
breathability. Includes south facing double glazed windows for passive solar gain and
smaller triple glazed windows on the northern side.
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The reclaimed Welsh slate roof will house solar photovoltaic panels. The lean-to pantry,
located outside of the thermal envelope on the north side of the building, will provide a
cool food storage space. Verandas on the western entrance and eastern side provide
covered areas for working on wet days. The construction method ensures a relatively
quick self-build we can do much of ourselves with some skilled help from local
professionals and craftspeople. Thus we can reduce the impact of the construction to the
surrounding community and minimise any disruption to our family.

Office (L) 7m (W) 4m (H) 2.5m. Exempt from building control.
Situated behind the sheds and benefiting from a recessed placement, the office will form
the hub of all on site operations and communication.

Low impact classroom (D) 6.8m diameter (H) 3.5m. Subject to building control.
This simple round structure will be the venue for courses we hold. The classroom will be
located behind a hedgerow and will not be visible from the road.

Poly tunnel (L) 12 (W) 6m. Exempt from building control.
This structure will enable us to produce a good portion of our food needs all year round. It
enables seedlings from the potting shed/cold frames to be brought on and extends the
season of subsistence crops such as tomatoes and beans. The poly tunnel will be
embedded within the planting scheme and will not be visible from the road, nor from
across the valley to the east.

Potting/tool shed (L) 6m (W) 3m (H) 2.5m. Exempt from building control.
To allow crops to be cultivated throughout the year, seedlings will be reared within a
potting shed and cold frames sited outside. A connected tool shed will facilitate care of the
kitchen garden. The shed will be embedded within the planting scheme and will not be
visible from the road.

Wood store/woodwork room (L) 5m (W) 4m (H) 3m. Exempt from building control.
Simple timber frame, larch clad structure to store and season all fuelwood and timber for
musical instrument accessories outlined in the land based enterprise section.
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External Compost Toilet (L) 2m (W) 2m (H) 2.5m. Exempt from building control.
Simple timber frame, larch clad structure with wheelchair access.

4.5.2. Sourcing of materials
Main dwelling (20/7.2m)
Material

Source

Softwood timber frame

Locally grown

Larch cladding

Locally grown

Lime/clay

UK, from Wales if possible

Roofing

Reclaimed Welsh slate

Window/door

UK made

Guttering & fittings

Recycled & locally (Cardi Building supplies)

Hemp/lime insulation

Yorkshire grown

Ancillary Buildings (Office)
Material

Source

Softwood timber frame

Locally grown

Roofing

Sedum

Windows/doors

Recycled or UK made

Guttering & fixings

Recycled & locally (Cardi Building supplies)

Woodfibre/Woodwool insulation board

German import
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Ancillary Buildings (Potting/tool shed, Wood store, Classroom, External Compost Toilet)
Material

Source

Softwood timber frame

Locally grown

Roofing

Tin/Turf

Windows/doors

Recycled or UK made

Guttering & fixings

Recycled & locally (Cardi Building supplies)

Strawbale insulation

Locally grown

Wool insulation

Locally sourced

4.6. Exit strategy
With regard to the buildings, the exit strategy requires that they no longer be used as
dwellings. Following the principles of Reuse and Recycling, we would therefore suggest
the following hierarchy of use in the event of planning permission not being gained after 5
years:

1.

Reuse of the buildings as agricultural buildings, with removal of any aspects only
suitable in dwellings and (depending on use) removal of internal walls.

2.

Reuse of all reusable materials: a. Fixtures and fittings can be reused directly,
including windows and doors. b.Good quality structural timber can be reused
directly in other buildings. c. Other timber such as floorboards, cladding etc can be
reused directly for the same purpose. d.Waterproofing materials in the roof may or
may not be reusable depending on condition and type. e. Hemp is unlikely to be
reusable as building material but will biodegrade.

3.

Composting following removal of the small quantity of non biodegradable materials
(glass windows, metal items, and roof liner).
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5. Community impact
The essential criteria are that:
• There is a thorough assessment of all impacts of the proposals on neighbouring
communities. One Planet Development in the open countryside should not impact
negatively on neighbouring communities.
• Any negative impacts are mitigated.

The community impacts of the project are assessed as follows:
Introduction
We hosted our first open day in early November, inviting local people, friends and
supporters to call in for refreshments, find out about OPD, and see our plans. As a result of
feedback received we were able to address any concerns raised and amend our proposal.
Participation in local economy
As a local family we make a point of supporting local retailers and businesses. Pencoed
will sell produce to local businesses and residents. We will also participate in local
networks such as the market in Cardigan, Farmers markets in St Dogmaels, Aberaeron
and LOAF in Newcastle Emlyn. We have helped organise and held a stall at the Llechryd
village fayre and will look to make further contributions in future. We also participate in
events and activities in the local community such as the Cardigan Lantern festival.
We already play an active role within a local group of producers located on the same back
road as Pencoed. This provides a good support marketing and knowledge sharing
network, which benefits both suppliers and local community.

Positive community impacts:
• Customers will be reducing their own footprints by purchasing these products instead
of ones that have been imported, packaged, transported, and displayed in a shop.
• Customers will have more personal and direct relationships with their food growers
which could include visiting and even working on the farm.
• New locally identified brands of apple juice, willow, honey and natural skincare
products will enhance the local cultural identity.
• Produce such as fruit and veg will tend to be fresher and more nutrient rich than shop
bought equivalents.
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• The use of non-hybridised heritage seeds, preserves and strengthens local and
traditional varieties.
• Reduction of food transport into the local area, reducing impact of heavy lorries on
roads.
• Money is spent locally within local economy rather than going back as profit to
international shareholders in large retail chains.
• Supporting local businesses, venues, and projects help to keep them running

Mitigated negative impacts:
There is the potential for gate sales to generate extra traffic. This applies to all the
neighbouring smallholders based on the same back road who currently sell produce from
their gates (currently 6 in total). To mitigate extra traffic we do not intend to advertise gate
sales on the main A484 road which could have the effect of diverting traffic.

Farm and food processing facilities
Pencoed land-based activity will involve some specialist facilities which will be made
available to rent by people outside of site when they are not in use. Examples include the
apple press and bottling and professional standard kitchen facilities for making jams,
cordials, etc.
Positive community impact:
• Home producers from the local areas will get the opportunity to operate at a more
professional level, encouraging startups of small local business.
• Networking with other producers in this way encourages further collaboration within
the locality, with the potential to increase and expand the quantity, range and quality
of locally identified products available.

Use of public services
We have been using the local bus 406 since we moved to Llechryd and will continue to
use it once on site as it provides convenient access to Cardigan and Carmarthen. The bus
can be taken at the bottom of the lane at the bridge or on the road at Llechryd after a short
walk through the fields. Train stations in Carmarthen and Aberystwyth provide access for
those coming from further afield and also for our own journeys to visit family. Guests will
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also be encouraged to use the train and local bus services as much as possible. Public
services also include refuse collection and emergency services.

Positive community impacts:
• Use of public transport services by residents and visitors will make local public
transport schemes more economically viable.
• By using public transport we endeavour to reduce motor vehicle traffic and our
carbon footprint.
• We will promote cycling, walking and public transport within the local area by
welcoming cyclists and walkers and offering discounts on courses to anyone who
arrives under their own steam, or by public transport.

Mitigated negative impacts:
• Trackways are already present on the land to allow access by emergency services to
all of the dwellings.
• Refuse collection needs will be minimised, and will be much less than that of average
dwellings.

Open Days
Pencoed will hold occasional, locally advertised Open Days where the general public are
welcome. We feel it is important to demonstrate that One Planet living, while challenging,
is both possible and desirable. We aim to show how even small changes can make a
positive difference to quality of life and environment.
Open days will be timed to chime in with seasonal themes and feature activities which
relate to such, e.g., Apple Days, Harvest Festival celebrations.

Positive community impacts:
• Existing nature reserves in the same lane will be complemented with access to
Pencoed during open days.
• Demonstrate traditional skills such as coppicing, hedge laying and basket making.
Show sustainable methods in harvesting energy and growing and storing food.
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• Celebrations of local food growing and local seasonal events.
• Exemplar of low impact buildings which are zero carbon in construction and use, and
which are made from local natural materials.

Mitigated negative impacts:
• Events could attract a larger than normal amount of traffic at certain times, which will
be mitigated by encouraging lift sharing/walking/biking/bus though our facebook
page.

Education
There is a strong demand in the UK for education and experience in low impact building
and life skills, to the extent that projects such as Tir-Y-Gafel in nearby Glandwr have been
built with an entirely volunteer based labour force and continue to benefit from volunteer
labour. Courses in low impact living are always popular and a particular selling point will be
the opportunity for attendees to visit a working site.

Positive community impacts:
• During setup, experience in low impact building will be provided for free to
volunteers.
• Once up and running, we will provide workshops and training courses.
• The overall effect on the community is enrichment by the spread of useful skills and
experience of One Planet living.
• There is also an ongoing positive impact as visitors take back examples and
inspiration from the work on site into daily lives, such as energy conservation
techniques and gardening skills.

Mitigated negative impact:
• Traffic impacts will be minimised by offering discounts on courses to those who arrive
by bike or public transport, and by encouraging car sharing.
• Where we are over subscribed for courses or volunteers, we will give priority to local
participants.
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Research, information gathering and sharing
One Planet living in Wales is attracting academic interest from around the globe. Tir-yGafel near Glandwr has already been the subject of several academic studies. Aspects
could include natural building, development of soil fertility, organic crop yields, feasibility of
low impact smallholdings and biodiversity.
The monitoring aspect of One Planet Development and the annual and 5 yearly review
offers a clear opportunity for documentation and research into an area that has been
neglected, yet is recognised as having great importance for the future of sustainable
agriculture. Organisations such as the Centre for Alternative Technology in Machynlleth,
the Sustainable Places Research Institute at Cardiff University, the Ecological Land Cooperative and the Permaculture Association may be interested in research partnerships or
case studies. We are informed that the One Planet Council (www.oneplanetcouncil.org.uk)
is actively pursuing such partnerships and we will work with them where possible.

Positive community impacts:
•

Contributes to a scientifically robust body of knowledge on low impact living and
sustainable agriculture.

•

Provides well documented examples of ecologically and economically sustainable
small businesses.

•

The 5 year and ongoing monitoring will track and demonstrate the improvement in
biodiversity and productivity.

•

As a Permaculture LAND project, we will be able to share the results of this
monitoring and demonstrate best practice in sustainable and productive land
management.

Local groups
Pencoed will be of interest to groups interested in biodiversity and traditional skills, e.g.,
local schools, conservation groups.

Positive community impacts:
• Allowing these groups access to the site for study or experience, and to use our
venue for (small) meetings.
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• We can work with these groups to develop and improve the site further in response
to their feedback.
• Potential for use as forest school.

Mitigated negative impacts:
•

We will only accept groups who lift share

Wildlife conservation
Pencoed will play a useful role in the conservation of local wildlife and plant species. In
addition to planting thousands of trees and caring for the heath of our soil, we are
conserving and planting new hedgerows, enhancing wetland, and sustainably managing
the woodland and meadows.
There is a strong need to rear bees locally. A recent academic study across 11 European
countries compared the local strain of honeybee with two foreign strains at each location.
Author of the study Dr. Kryger said “It is very clear that the local bees fare better than
imported ones, and that they live longer”.
The paper concludes “the results of our study show that it is not merely an ecological
issue, but also a commercial one: the use of local honey bee populations provides a
higher chance of colony survival, and the use of maladapted bees attributes to high colony
losses, as recently observed in many regions. Thus, local breeding activities should be
promoted and encouraged throughout the native range of Apis mellifera." In addition to this
recent work the British Beekeeping Association has long maintained a policy to discourage
the importation of queen bees and colonies from outside the UK. Despite this, the UK
supply is unable to meet demand leading to a large amount of imports.

Positive community impacts:
• Increase the number of pollinators within a 2 mile radius.
• Local honey for sale at gate
• Our decision to continue to allow red deer access to the woodland will mean that the
deer population have a safe haven and corridor through to other woodland areas.
This means that the deer do not have to use the road as a corridor and will help keep
deer away from neighbours gardens.
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• Our low impact, organic approach to farming will benefit wildlife and ultimately the
wider environment.

Supplementary businesses
Land based enterprise and basic needs incomes will be supplemented by income
generated by two established business, Shruti Box Company, developer and online retailer
of musical instruments, and Natasha Longworth, graphic design and illustration. Both
businesses are home based with an exclusively online marketplace.
Positive community impacts:
• The Shruti Box Company is currently training a local young person to work part time,
one to two days per week. The location of the proposed development will allow this
person to walk or cycle to work.

Mitigated negative impacts:
• Neither business requires use of a vehicle. The Shruti Box Company has courier
collections and deliveries. These will be scheduled to come once per week on a
Friday.

Visual impact
Passers by will see Pencoed as a well integrated and beautiful part of the local woodland
environment. A comprehensive visual impact assessment is in appendix D5 and mitigation
strategy in the Zero Carbon Buildings section.

6. Transport Assessment and Travel Plan
The site is served by a council maintained road which loops between the A484 at Llechryd
bridge and Croes-Y-Llan. There are two separate vehicle access points to the public
highway located on the southern boundary. Both have excellent roadside visibility on either
side of this quiet back road.
While vehicular traffic is relatively low, itʼs a popular road with walkers and cyclists giving
access to two nature reserves: Coed Maddie, run by the Welsh Wildlife Trust; Coedmor
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National Nature Reserve managed jointly by Natural Resources Wales (NRW) and the
Wildlife Trust of South and West Wales (WTSWW).
Between Pencoed and Croes-Y-Llan, there are at least five other smallholdings selling
produce from their gates.

6.1 Baseline
The traffic generated by the site at the time of application is approximately 7 visits per
week with additional traffic produced by specific land based activities on the site, e.g., site
surveys, local farmer bringing tractor to top grass and mole plough the front fields for
drainage and planting. We have also held an open days for local residents and work days
for tree planting, hedge laying and general clearance work. On average this equates to 3
extra car visits per weekend.

Residents
All our current work is home based and therefore no commuting to work is necessary.
Once on site this will continue. Our need to travel for domestic food shopping will reduce
over time as the smallholding develops. We already cycle, walk and use local public
transport and will continue to do so. Cardigan (3.7 miles away) is reachable by bicycle
using the main road or back roads (with children).

We currently use and will continue with one family car for all domestic trips. We have
purchased a second hand 4x4 vehicle to use as a workhorse and for pulling a trailer during
set-up phase. This DIY approach significantly helps in reducing the need for deliveries of
materials. Post set-up phase this workhorse will either be sold, retired or used solely on
site. We car share with 5 other local families for school drop-off.

Enterprises
We will embed our enterprises into the local community as much as possible, selling
produce directly to local people, to local retailers and wholesalers and at local produce
markets. Trips will be planned to serve multiple purposes thus reducing their frequency.
Courier deliveries and collections will be co-ordinated to reduce number of visits.

Visitors
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Visitors, including volunteers and course participants will be encouraged to lift share, use
public transport, or walk and cycle. Some of our produce (e.g. the Pencoed produce
hamper, skin care/cosmetics) will be marketed and sold online through our website. We
will combine the postage of these products with other necessary trips, or arrange for them
to be collected and delivered by a courier service already used by our existing business,
i.e., once per week on a Friday. Our overall aim is to combine as many trips as possible
into one trip and join together with other smallholders to collectively market produce from a
single point. All of our advertising will promote the reduction of fossil fueled transport and
highlight that reducing transport is integral to our development. The courses that we will
be delivering from the site will have a concessionary charge from people who arrive by
public transport, and/or arrive with a car full of passengers. Courses will be limited to a
relatively small number of participants.

6.2. Public transport
Good access to public transport was one of the reasons for choosing the site and will allow
our children greater autonomy as they get older. We are well served with local amenities.
In addition to a local petrol station and shop, the centre of Cardigan is only 3.7 miles away.

The 406 bus (Cardigan/Carmarthen) offers a regular service between Monday and
Saturday. The nearest bus stop in Llechryd is a maximum 20 minute walk. Alternatively,
there is a public footpath between the neighbouring field and the main A484 which takes
around the same time to walk. From Cardigan there are buses to Aberystwyth (T5),
Fishguard (405) and Haverfordwest (T5). From both Aberystwyth and Carmarthen, train
connections are available to the the South of England and Midlands.

6.3 Transport assessment and strategy
The following table describes our estimated number of vehicular trips made and the
strategy for minimising each type of journey.
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Description

Trips
per
year *

Strategy

Average distance
travelled per
domestic private
vehicle trip.

Procurement of additional
food needs and other goods
(personal needs) that cannot
be sourced on site. 6 bulk
food deliveries per year
through Suma wholefoods.

12

We will continue to purchase via Suma
wholefoods for all additional food and
personal needs. We will offer this option to
local residents in the lane. To minimise
pressure on the road we will collect orders
from a prearranged site, allowing trip
combining.

3

School run @ 4 trips per
day over 34 weeks per year.

680

This will reduce as the boys become older
and are able to use public transport.

10

We will use the bus or bicycle where
possible and also continue to share lifts
with local friends for school run and other
childrenʼs activities.

15

Social activities

312

Visiting family

8

150

OPD Enterprise: Delivery of
produce.
3 per week over 52 weeks.

312

We will plan trips to combine produce
delivery with activities. Items purchased
online, e.g., the Pencoed hamper, will be
sent out once per week.

N/a

Courier collections and
deliveries. 2 per week over
52 weeks.

208

Courier deliveries and collection will be
scheduled for same day each week.

N/a

Social visitors (friends and
family)

208

Secure bicycle parking will be provided on
site. Friends and family encouraged to visit
using public transport and to car share.

N/a

Volunteer visitors

100

Same as above

N/a

Same as above

N/a

Open day / course visitors
Travel related to off-site work

Zero

TOTAL motor vehicle trips
per year

1872

TOTAL motor vehicle trips
per day

5.12

TOTAL domestic private
vehicle miles travelled per
annum

Zero

12536
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*One trip is defined as one journey in one direction, hence a return journey is two trips.
Table 5: Transport assessment and strategy

Total average trips per day (residents + visitors): 5.12 per day. In the set up phase (years
1-5) it is likely that our transport requirements will be a little higher than set out above,
mainly due to the transport of materials onto the site and the extra journeys required for
marketing and promoting the new businesses.
Motor vehicle trips per person per year will be approximately 468 based on our household
of four individuals owning all trips anticipated as laid out in the table above.

6.4 Strategy and travel plan
Our business enterprise and regular day‐to-day lives will be as locally based as possible,
resulting in short and infrequent journeys, including journeys on foot or by bicycle. We
consider the travel impact of our development to be equally as important as all other
aspects, not only for the environmental and community impact, but also for the financial
sustainability of running a successful business. Fuel costs will increase over the coming
years and embedding our business into a local system is integral to success and
sustainability. We envisage the greatest potential travel impact from our proposed
development coming from visitors to the site, being social visits and business related visits.
We plan to sell produce from the site to the local community, who naturally would be
passing the development to and from their homes.
Volunteer and social visits will be encouraged to coincide with public transport timetables
and other events where car sharing is possible. Our strategy to mitigate the effect of visitor
traffic is outlined in the above table.
Our travel impact will be continually assessed through the EFA calculator with a definitive
ceiling value set per year. A monitoring scheme will be implemented to document the
number of vehicular journeys each year, with this information being included in the annual
monitoring report.
Our current vehicle use is 24,140 km per year or 15,003 miles or 3750 miles per person in
our household. Once the project is established we anticipate that this will drop to around
7,780 miles per year (at year 5) or 1,947 miles per person per year.
DfT statistics 2016 state that residents of rural town fringes travelled an average of 7,316
miles each per year by car as drivers and passengers. Nationally registered cars travelled
an average of 8,160 miles per year per vehicle in 2016. This compares to the ONS
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average1 reported mileage per year in Wales of 4,044 miles driven per person. Or
residents of rural town fringes who travelled 4,863 miles per year per person in a car. In
2016 total private car miles driven in Great Britain2 divided by population show an average
of 3,823 miles were travelled per person. The average person takes 692 trips by vehicle
per year3 hence our proposals will be 67% of the average.
Our travel plan shows that personal vehicle travel will I initially be 15,003 miles per year or
3750 miles per person both as driver and/or passenger dropping to 1,947 miles per person
per year and is therefore currently lower than average dropping to 51% of the average by
year five and also represents a reduction over the current domestic use for our family.
These estimated figures include the mileage anticipated to be travelled on business
purposes (approx. 1200 miles per year) and hence the domestic mileage will be less than
the totals given.
1 Source ONS National Travel Survey table NTS9904 (2016)
2 Source DfT statistics; Road Traffic Estimates: Great Britain 2016
3 Source ONS National Travel Survey table NTS9903 (2016)

7. Phasing, Monitoring, and Exit Strategy
7.1 Timeline for development
Management of site has already begun with small-scale interventions to improve
biodiversity. We plan to move on to the site upon an approval of our application and after
basic facilities have been installed.

Year 0 (prior to application):
- General maintenance of site and clearing of rubbish.
- Clearing of boundaries and installation of deer fence around the boundary, excluding the
woodland.
- Biodiversity survey and Soil analysis.
- Consultation on potential orchard site, woodland and water.
- Consultation with neighbours and potential customers.
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- Improvement of soils with liming and hay mulch.
- Planted new hedgerows along south west and western boundary.
- Planted bare root apple and other fruit trees.
- Planted willow beds.
- Plant comfrey beds.
- Planted hundreds of trees for shelter belt, roadside visual impact screening and
woodland creation.
- Establishment of honey bee colonies.
- Installation of borehole for agricultural purposes.
- Installation of cylindrical 4000 litre water tank
- Coppiced hazel coup for fuelwood and rods for fence.
- Repairs to stock fencing in woodland.
- Planted woodland strip for comprehensive visual impact screening from roadside and
wildlife corridor.
- Built temporary compost toilet.
- Commence green manure composting system
- Preparation of planning application. Detailed plans submitted.

Year 1:
- Move onto site
- Start building dwelling.
- Build office
- Build wood shed
- Set up temporary home in a touring caravan, plumb in water supply, set up solar powered
electricity system, compost toilet, grey water system, post box and Internet access. The
caravan will be sited within the sheds courtyard to ensure no visual impact.
- Plant more shelter belts trees.
- Plant traditional orchard trees.
- Plant espalier apple trees.
- Plant further willow beds.
- Erect poly tunnel.
- Begin to establish vegetable garden.
- Plant living hedge around vegetable garden / erect temporary fence to keep in ducks.
- Begin planting soft fruit, fruit and nut trees in forest garden.
- Purchase ducks and build duck shed.
- Establish grey water reed bed/wetland system.
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- Develop green manure compost system
- Plant up more climbing soft fruits to run up and along Western boundary deer fence.

Year 2:
- Complete and move into dwelling.
- Build potting/tool shed
- Develop vegetable garden.
-

Develop forest garden.
Create wildlife pond within the wetland contour.
Install raptor perch in orchard.
Introduce bird boxes.
- Create reptile / mammal shelter.

Year 3:
-

Develop forest garden.
Start grafting apple trees and propagating plants.
Create wildlife pond within the wetland contour.
Convert agricultural shed into food processing kitchen.

Year 4:
- Build classroom.
- Finish establishing forest garden.
- General maintenance and refinement of systems.

Year 5:
- Fully establish all enterprise aspects of OPD development.
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Ecological footprint assessment
Our EFA calculator spreadsheet is included as an appendix.
It estimates our Ecological Footprint is currently 2.23gHa/capita.
It estimates our Ecological Footprint at year five will be 1.2gHa/capita.
A one planet footprint is considered to be 1.88 gHa/cap.
The National average is 3.6 gHa/cap.
These results illustrate that we will be living a one‐planet footprint.

Other Footprints
Whilst the EFA analysis that has been undertaken is very comprehensive some
elements of the project do not fall within its remit. These have been identified as:

Negative influences:
1. Social visitors: As set out in our proposed travel plan the ecological impacts of friends
and family visiting will be small and everybody will be encouraged to use public
transport. A large amount of the social visits will be from local friends who are able to
walk or cycle and where cars are used it will often involve useful exchanges such as
work or produce.
2. Transport impacts associated with business activities: We will be able to tie in all
our reseller deliveries into one weekly round trip. Our produce will be delivered locally to
Bwyd y Byd in Crymych, Glebelands of St Dogmaels and Go Mango of Cardigan with
occasional trips to Lampeter. The remainder of our produce will be posted via the local
Post Office in Cardigan on route.
3. Additional ingredients for value-added business. We will need to buy in oils and
butters for our cosmetic business. To limit the ecological footprint of this, where possible
we will use a U.K supplier (Tree-Harvest, a Devon based company supports small scale
ecological projects and farming) and buy in bulk to limit the packaging and delivery.
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Positive influences:
1. Fruit, juice, cosmetics, honey, basketry and education supplied locally: Within 5
years the project expects to generate approximately £10,000 of low-carbon produce for
the local economy. 25% of this will be from Pencoed grown fruit. Given that 90% of the
fruit Wales consumes is imported, undergoing energy intensive industrial processing
and huge air miles, this represents a massive energy and pollution saving.
2. The inspirational and promotional impact that the project will generate: The project
aspires to have a beneficial impact on the wider community, promoting both the
concepts and the practicality of low‐impact living. This will help contribute towards the
Welsh Governments aspirations towards a sustainable society.

7.2. Monitoring
A monitoring report will be submitted to the planning authorities annually as set out
in the policy guidelines. This report will include all of the information required and
presented in the format laid out in the policy guidelines. The information in the monitoring
report will include:
•
•
•
•

An EFA progress report
An EFA assessment in years 3 and 5
A revised Management Plan in year 5 and every fifth year thereafter
An evaluation detailing the proportion of food derived from the site

• An assessment of the projects minimum needs
• An evaluation of the land-based productivity.
• Clear evidence that the residential use continues to be directly linked to the management
of the land.
• An assessment of the energy needs and productivity of the site
•
•
•
•

An assessment of the water needs and sources within the project
An assessment of the waste processing and disposal patterns of the project
Commentary on the zero carbon use of all the buildings on site
Annual monitoring of community impacts, discussing mitigation measures being
implemented to balance any negative impacts.

• An assessment of the biodiversity improvement measures, based on the objectives
described in the land management section and the key recommendations in the
ecological survey.
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• Annual assessment of the transport impact of the site against the Travel and Transport
Assessment Plan (including data on the number and nature of vehicle trips generated on
site).

7.3. Exit Strategy
The aim of the Exit Strategy is to return the land to solely agricultural use (as opposed to
habitation), in equal or better condition than it was in originally. The land itself is already in
better condition than when it was bought having removed rubbish and unnecessary
barbed wire fencing, cleared overgrown tracks and improved drainage.
Planting of native hedgerows, coppice woodland and small mixed garden areas will also
improve biodiversity and the condition of the soil itself. We are therefore confident that the
condition of the land will be improved if the Exit Strategy is invoked at any stage. The exit
strategy for the dwellings has been described above and consists of removing and reusing
any non-biodegradable materials off site and allowing the remaining natural materials to
compost on site.
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